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Tony–FOR YOUR INFORMATION. Below are my comments to our
sportsman’s coffee last week and the communication to all employees we
asked Virgil to send out. The message is clear—we are in the fishing,
hunting and trapping business. I’ll send you some more info stuff later as
we dial in direction that reflects the commission’s expectations.
SPORTSMAN’S COFFEE —– SEPTEMBER 9, 2014
–LAP will remain unchanged (brief background) –Focus on Mission–75th
anniversary
75 years ago, the Fish & Game Mission was set by citizen initiative in 1938.
It is set forth in Idaho Code 36-103 (a) “Wildlife Policy. All wildlife, including
all wild animals, wild birds, and fish, within the state of Idaho, is hereby
declared to be the property of the state of Idaho. It shall be preserved,
protected, perpetuated, and managed. It shall be only captured or taken at
such times or places, under such conditions, or by such means, or in such
manner, as will preserve, protect, and perpetuate such wildlife, and provide
for the citizens of this state and, as by law permitted to others, continued
supplies of such wildlife for hunting, fishing and trapping.”
This mission statement provides a clear and definitive statement directing
the conservation of all of Idaho’s wildlife and also equally clear direction to
manage wildlife for “continued supplies of such wildlife for hunting, fishing
and trapping”.
The majority of Idahoan’s values relative to wildlife have remained
essentially unchanged over the past 75 years.
The initiative creating the mission was approved by 76% of voters in 1938
and the Constitutional amendment guaranteeing the right to hunt, fish and
trap passed by 75% in 2012. Further, the amendment highlights the
preferred method of managing Idaho’s wildlife populations is regulated
hunting, fishing and trapping.

However, today there is a small group of folks that do not believe in
consumptive use of wildlife and would prefer management that permits a
“let nature to take its course” philosophy. They especially disagree with
predator management.
The Commission firmly disagrees with this philosophy.
Our current economic model of funding based predominantly on hunter and
angler user fees has long served us well and it is the main reason wildlife
populations recovered after market hunting nearly wiped out big game early
in the 20th century.
From time to time in the life of any organization it is important to step back
and take stock of how well the organization is holding true to its mission.
Given the pressures the Commission experiences that seek to change or at
least adopt modifications to the basic mission, (which by the way we have
no authority to do—only the legislature can and I very much doubt that will
happen any time soon) we decided to ask the Director to help us reconfirm
the Department’s dedication to the basic mission and focus Department
personnel on managing our fish and wildlife resources, using scientific
principles, for PEOPLE as job number one. It has been proven through the
years that if this job is done well, then all wildlife benefits, thereby satisfying
both consumptive and non-consumptive desires. Sportsmen need to be
proud of their support and accomplishment through the years.
This week the Director will provide direction to all Department personnel
concerning the expectations outlined in the 1938 Mission statement. And,
that the Department’s primary role and responsibility is to manage fish and
wildlife for people to have the opportunity to continue to enjoy hunting,
fishing and trapping.

